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HOSPITALITY, INFORMATION
AND FORMS
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3. A : What does your company supply?
B : We are a supplier of mobile phones.
4. A : What do you manufacture?
B : We manufacture computer components.

5.2.1 Dialogue : What does your factory make?
   : V*'g XZ
Practice the dialogues.
hiก  
1. A : What does your factory make?
B : We are a maker of office equipment.
2. A : What does your company supply?

j

We are a manufacturer of computer
components.
5. A : What do you produce?
B : We produce instant coffee.

B : We supply building materials.
กก

 = 5.2 Information
*) ($G *&  '))
5.2.1 Dialogue : What does your factory make?
5.2.2 Information
1) questions about the workplace
2) information about the workplace
5.2.3 Language Focus
Question Words
กก

 

กก

 

Notes :
a factory
a company
a manufacturer
a maker
a supplier
computer
components

V
k
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instant coffee
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5.2.2 Information about the workplace
*)$ก=ก Yกก
1. Questions about the workplace
'XY$ก= ก Yกก
1) When was your hotel established?
(, ก&)
It was established in 1990.
My hotel was established ten years ago.

Exercise 5.2.1 :
Complete the dialogues
$*  W) g
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2) When was your factory founded?

5) When was your shop founded?
It was founded five years ago.
6) What are your main products?
They are canned fruits.
7) What do you supply?
(X&)
We supply office equipment.
(กg Xก)

( Y, ), ก&)

It was founded in 2000.
3) When was your company established?
It was established fifteen years ago.
4) When was your store founded?
It was founded in 2001.
กก

 

8) What do you produce? (()
We produce computer components.
9) Where is your head office?
( XกW&)
It is in Bangkok.10) Where is your
main factory? (VW&)
It is in Samutsakorn.
กก
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11) How many departments do you have?
We have 5 departments : purchasing,
producing, packing, personnel and
maintenance.
(กGtj, ก(, ก, 'ก
;กXกk)
12) How many employees do you have?
We have 200 employees.
 

กก

 

13) How many plants do you have? (V)
We have 4 plants.
14) How many shifts do you have? (ก)
= X'gกก= 
We have one shift.
15) How many breaks do you get? ('gZG)กก=&)
We get one break at lunch hour.
กก

 

19) Who is your manager?
Mr. Somchai is my manager.
20) Who is the general manager? (GM)
Mrs. Malee is the GM.
21) What is your duty? ('g) =Z)
I am a receptionist.
กก

16) What is the area of the plant?
It is about 3,000 square meters. ($)
17) Who do you work for? ('g XกW')
I work for Crown Hotel.
18) Who are you with? ('g X&กW')
I am with Crown Hotel.
กก

 

22) What do you do?
('g XZ / 'gZ)
I am an accountant.
23) What are you in charge of ?
(G;(G, ''G;, %)
I am in charge of the front office.
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24) Do you have to work overtime?
Yes, I do. / Yes, we do.
No, I donwt . / No, we do not.
25) Do you have to work on Saturday?
Yes, we do.
No, we do not.
กก

2. information about the workplace
*)$ก=ก Yกก
$j=;*ก$= Yกก
กX$x)')$j=W)
*)$ก=ก Y = X*$ZG)
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How to prepare the information
$*)&Z
1) ก&) )$xXG;ก

3) ก& ) $xก  กj
*)$G& *)G*(%g{ jก* Y
กกW)$x = W;*ก $& Finally,
|| ;ก&*'gWก$=

$&
Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to
our company.
กก
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Exercise 5.2.2
1. Questions about the workplace

2) information about the workplace
*)$ก=ก Yกก

'XY$ก= ก Yกก

A. Answer the questions.
'XY

B. Describe your workplace 10 sentences.
 Yกก* & 10
V'

กก

Read the passages and answer the
questions.
&$j= ;)'XY
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5.2.3 Language Focus
Wait a minute, please.

Question Words j Wh-questions
'j 'X =W)*y)V''XY ty=Z&
G) Yes ~ No ZG);ก& who, whom, whose,
which, what, when, where, why, how

 ก) )*+ 
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2. Whom - W' W)*y)V''XY $j=
)ก'X$x'' ;& X) =$xก
*ก j* $&

1. Who - W' W)*y)V''XY
$j=)ก'X$x'' $&
Who is your manager?
W'$x()Gก*'g
Mr. Wera is.
'g
กก

Whom did you see? 'g$lW'
I saw my manager. $l()Gก*

 

 

4. Which - Z = Z 'Z Z W)Y
ZG) '  =* $&
Which is your mobile?
V   jYj$'j= Z$x*'g
Which hotel do you stay?
'gกV;Z
Which person is your manager?
'Z$x()Gก*'g

3. Whose - *W' W)Y$j=)ก
'X =; G'$x $)* $&
Whose mobile is this?
=$xV  jYj*W'
It is mine.
$x*
กก
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6. When - $j=Z W)Y$ก=ก$ $j=)ก'X
$x$ $x&$ $& morning, afternoon,
evening j$ก $& at nine owclock,
at half past ten $&

5. What - Z
W)Y$ก=ก =*VG =  Z Y)W)Yก'
Yy $& What is this? ='jZ
It is a copier. '= j$'j=Y&$ก 
What
What
What
What

do you do?
is your job?
is your occupation
are you?

When will you go to
Bangkok?
Next month.
When did you get married?

'g XZ
กก

 

7. Why - XZ W)Y$j=)ก $(
VGG) because = $& j
$&
for / to = $j=
Why do you go to school? 'gZV$ XZ
For studying. (To study.)
$j=$ j
Why didnwt she come to work? XZ$ Z& X
Because she was sick.
$&$ Z& 
กก

 

Last year.

'gZก$ 
$j=Z
$Gj)
'g;&$j=Z
 =;)
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8. Where - =Z W)Y$j=)ก'X
$ก=ก Y = $&
Where is your company?
k *'g& =Z
My company is on Silom Road.
k *& =Y 
Where were you born? 'g$กG Z= 
I was born in Nan.
$กG = &
กก

 

9. How - &Z W)Y$ก=กก
ก'' ก* & '& ' $&

10. How much + Z&ZG) |? ก$ &Z
How much money do you want?
'g)ก$ก$ &Z

How do you go to work?
'gZ X&Z
I go to work by bus.
Z XVGYX 

I want ten thousand baht.
)ก$ 10,000 
กก

 

11. How much + does + 'X / 
 $ก + cost? '$ &Z

 

12. How many + ZG) |? ก
$ &Z
How many workers are there in your
factory?
WV'g'X$ &Z
There are twenty.
 20 '

How much does this camera cost?
ก)Y&'$ &Z
It costs seven thousand baht.
' 7,000 
กก

กก
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13. How far Zก$ &Z
How far is your office from here?
ก ==Z Xก*'gZก$ &Z
It is 2 kilometres. Zก 2 กV$
14. How often &$ &Z
How often do you go to Bangkok?
'gZก$  &$ & Z
Twice a month. $Gj 2 '

15. How long

$ &Z, $ &Z

How long will you stay here?
'g& = =$ &Z
About 2 weeks. g 2 G
How long is this river? ;&X  $ &Z
About 10 kilometres. g 10 กV$
กก
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NEXT TIME

Exercise 5.2.3
A) Match the questions with the correct answers
and write only A., B., C| in front of each item.
'&'XYก'X =Yก);)$* A. ,B.,C.
|| );&*)
B) Make 10 questions with the question words
and answer them.

UNIT 5 HOSPITALITY, INFORMATION
AND FORMS
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THANKS FOR WATCHING
Q )RSIJKPO0PMNM
SEE YOU NEXT TIME
X ก. M+) , Y)+

,-. ./ 0
Seeking out sources of wisdom and
good example.
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